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Saved by Imagination and Humor





Imagination was given to man to compensate him

for what he is not; a sense of humor to console him

for what he is.

                                          Francis Bacon
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Both precious and absurd, this tightrope
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post-TD . . . tailback

rupturing two tendons

celebrating

auto restorer

insisting his employees

sweat the details

bride and six bridesmaids

posing in their Dior gowns,

holding beer bottles

before moving on

to Macy’s, a young shopper

tries Target practice
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senile Aunt Bev

playing with her pet sticks

Woody and Fern

offended child . . .

his Dad calling him selfless,

but hearing selfish

breast-feeding mother

pummeling the low-life

who tried to mug her

their vegan neighbor

changing her last name from

Hunter to Farmer

Dow researcher

noting when old chemists die,

you just barium
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his eight month-old

crawling toward the cactus,

her tongue sticking out

gambling baker

describing IOUs as

bread substitutes

astronomy prof

handing out on Halloween

Milky Ways

French Lit prof

dispensing on Halloween

3 Musketeers

fashion model

claiming her competitors

pose threats
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condemned prisoner

telling his executioner

No hard feelings

post safety blitz . . .

the old QB dislodging

turf from his nostrils

the biologist

shouting at his young son

Evolve already!

Aunt Dora

avowing it’s short for

Adorable

Uncle Mal

declaring it’s short for

Malcontent
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TSA agent

halting an elderly thug

with brass knuckles

informing

Mom and Dad that her boyfriend

is filter-less

his Irish wolfhound

whimpering and cowering

beside the Sphinx cat

observing Abe Katz

order a kosher frank wrapped

in cheese and bacon

U2 fan

noting that his efforts

are pro Bono





Tell people there’s an invisible man in the sky 

who created the universe, and the vast majority 

will believe you. Tell them the paint is wet, 

and they have to touch it to be sure.

                                           George Carlin
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smiling ear to ear

watching the college dean

drop his ice cream cone

shaking with laughter

watching the college provost

step on her sandwich

rafting doctor

referring to aortas

as inner tubes

Grandma observing

a teen heisting her car

as she fills its tires

chainsaw killer

confessing to the judge

Mistakes were made
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poet laureate

noting his favorite form

is the limerick

slam poetry star

noting her favorite form

is the sonnet

struggling artist

deciding to change his name

from Hugh to Hue

old Texas sheriff 

revealing his great love

for Blazing Saddles

old Vermont judge

revealing her deep hatred

of Gone with the Wind
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trying to convince

his young son the mall’s pet shop

is the city zoo

inpatient seeing

psychotherapist as

psycho the rapist

explaining

to their waitress the meaning

of cow tipping

rich woman noting

her closest confidantes

are all accountants

forty-year-old man

wishing he were not named

Taylor Swift
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Dubai parking lot . . .

between two Lamborghinis,

a camel resting

the prof wondering

when mischievous acquired

a fourth syllable

a child assuming

being angry and madness

are synonymous

Great-Gran explaining

why she won’t eat anything

she can’t spell

Great-Gramps explaining

why he won’t eat anything

labeled nonfat
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Bangkok child gasping

watching her elders eating

fried tarantula

Warsaw child writhing

watching his elders eating

beef tongue head cheese

Tokyo child shrieking

watching her elders eating

tuna eyeballs

dumping his girlfriend

upon learning she loathed 

The Matrix

dumping her boyfriend

upon learning he relished

Fifty Shades of Grey
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Marxist professor

referring to exams as

class struggles

from a hospice bed,

screaming at the T.V.

It’s not ath-a-leet!

from a hospice bed,

screaming at the nurse

It’s not sher-bert!

her great-grandchild

asking whether she’s older

than America 

psychotic patient

noting The voices are gone . . .

but now I’m lonely
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elderly man

terrorizing his Great Dane

by gargling

from under the sink,

the plumber stating he’s at

her disposal

seventh grade teacher

reading a student’s sentence

with three howevers

MASH doctor smiling

while handing him bullet shards:

Here’s your Purple Heart

Mom seeing herself

as a sports car treated

like a school bus
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old Jews debating

which they hate more: Limburger

or Limbaugh

the astronomer

calling gourmet smoked salmon

superNova

the astronomer

viewing Chopin and Milosz 

as Pole stars

the astronomer

referring to Marx and Mao

as Red giants

no-nonsense couple,

surnamed Leigh, christening

their first son, Frank
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Granddad assuring

the children that money

can buy happiness

the physician

discovering skin cancer

in a skull tattoo

NRA veep

dreaming of grocery shelves

stocked with guns, ammo

post head shaving . . .

Gramps realizing he is

Elmer Fudd’s double

post wig placement . . .

Gram realizing she is

Elton John’s double
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A Rose by Any Other . . .

The transgender teen

with the birth name Angie,

now referring to himself

as Andy, is called

by his Mom and Dad –

when annoyed or angry – 

Andrew!
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teaching subtraction . . .

the math tutor referring

to her lessen plan 

in a new MINI

an old Santa Claus struggling

with his seatbelt 

the prof ’s four year-old

beginning her monologue

with Apparently

in Memphis, spotting

the bumper sticker, Honk

If You Love Jesus

in Eugene, spotting

the bumper sticker, Honk

If You Are Jesus
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mistaking

the prof ’s bad comb-over

for a yarmulke

post photo shoot . . .

the displeased surgeon

doctoring the pix

post screaming fit . . .

their two year-old complaining

she’s horsey

Stanley Lester Steele

asking friends and colleagues 

to call him Stan Les

the elderly prof

learning his first grad student

has dementia
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a Yale applicant

sending reference letters

from four neighbors

a Tufts applicant

submitting a selfie

reading Tolstoy 

a Brown applicant

writing that Christ believes

she’s got what it takes

software engineer

calling her musty attic

a web site

asked to describe

something breathtaking, their child

responding Asthma
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the sergeant

noting he does not possess

private parts

ESL student

confusing strip mall

with strip club

the obese elder

proclaiming Twerk Queen

on her sweatpants’ seat

Great-Gramps teaching

twin seven year-olds how

to bluff at  poker

young drug counselor

expressing shock his clients

are not truthful
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child with celiac

asking which bottled waters

are gluten-free

renaming his wife

Mallory Evelyn Lenz,

Malevolence

renaming her spouse

Maurice Ronald Nichols,

Moronic

uncovering

in their preteen’s closet

Yoo-hoo, Smirnoff

the priest

describing Amen as

a grace period
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You’re worthless! . . .

his therapist responding

I hear your pain

I hate your guts! . . .

her counselor answering

Thanks for sharing

F**k you! . . .

his shrink replying

Go on, please

post senior prom . . .

her son waking up

on a Ferris wheel

post senior prom . . .

her daughter waking up

in a police car
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flipping a coin

when choosing to name their child

Karly or Carleigh

drawing straws

when choosing to name their child

Gail, Gael, Gale or Gayle

used car salesman

describing the Amish

as buggy people

paving with tar

in early August, humming

Whistle While You Work

mining for coal

in late December, singing

Over the Rainbow
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the prof preferring

to call his twins Quinn and Ann

by their initials

first-time mall Santa

enduring a three year-old

peeing on his lap

sailor pronouncing

the II after his full name

Aye Aye

the rabbi asking

if medical cannabis

is strictly kosher

mid-eulogy . . .

the dead man’s wife rising

to object
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Granddad discussing

with the young mortician

exit strategies

soul singer calling

his vanilla and fruit shake

a Berry White

trying to fool

her dermatologist Dad

with red ink marks

the groom vetoing

the bride’s wedding dance choice,

Better Be Good To Me

the bride vetoing

the groom’s wedding dance choice,

Maneater
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centenarian

explaining why stillness

and silence heal

first grade teacher

referring to musical chairs

as Game of Thrones

the prof refusing

to watch a football game

pre fourth quarter

a seven year-old

asking her priest if he’s good

at keeping secrets

the tightrope walker

and his elderly parents

managing tension
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ninety-year-old twins . . .

the older one still calling

the younger Kid

Yom Kippur, midday . . .

half-Jewish woman eating

a cheese blintz

Yom Kippur, midday . . .

quarter-Jewish man eating

ham on a bagel

crossing the street,

a deaf woman looking down

at her smartphone

young entrepreneur

opting to change his last name

from Workman to Rich
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fourth grader stating

he wants to be a cowboy

or the pope

hating her mug shot,

a celeb sends the police

three cuter photos

discovering

the classical pianist

is named Elvis

discovering

the hard rock guitarist

is named Ludwig

his wife responding

to How was the spa? with

The mud’s expensive
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a Catholic girl

pondering whether it’s worth

being a martyr

a Jewish boy

pondering whether it’s worth

abstaining from shrimp

a masochist

deciding to breed 

Whippets

a street person

trying to keep himself warm

burning Ayn Rand’s books

newest great-grandchild

rubbing her fingers across

his Auschwitz tattoo
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